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Applicant Name: Pasadena Wellness
Reviewer: Tim Cromartie
Date: 4/9/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,393

88.44%

GENERAL COMMENTS
Applicant provided a very thorough and detailed packet that included sections prepared with the help of a
qualified security consultant.
The applicant has demonstrated ample previous experience that is directly applicable to operating a cannabis
retailer and has generally presented themselves in a very professional manner.
Applicant appears to have anticipated many potential issues and has been proactive in addressing them.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

683

91.07%

Experience
Applicant provided documentation to show that they are or have been part owner of 2 licensed retailers in 2
different cities over the past 5 years. Applicant provided BCC temporary license numbers for these businesses.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Application demonstrated a high degree of knowledge about the cannabis industry from both legally permitted
and non-permitted businesses, including three separate cannabis dispensaries: Ironworks Collective in Los
Angeles, 1212 Broadway Medical Center in Santa Ana, then 10 Spot in Santa Ana. Two of these facilities now
have temporary state licenses.
Ownership Team
Application describes in detail his role as owner, and that of his leadership team in day-to-day operations.
Specific individuals are specified in the application for the roles of Chief Financial Officer, General Counsel,
Compliance Officer, General Manager and Inventory Manager.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

455

86.67%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Applicant provided a cite to a specific state regulation for each component of the SOPs, augmented by a narrative
to explain the method of compliance.

Financial Plan
Applicant provided a detailed 5-year pro forma. Start up costs are estimated at REDACTED including purchase of
a new building and related engineering and architectural costs. There was no discussion of accounting
procedures.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Applicant provided bank statements demonstrating combined cash assets of REDACTED

Records Software
Applicant will use Treez software for its records software, and provided detailed description of all records
retention protocols, which entail retaining records for 10 years (3 in excess of the state requirement).

Track-and-Trace
Application generally demonstrated a high degree of familiarity with track and trace requirements, and how the
Treez software will meet them. Applicant plans to train employees on the Treez software.

State Testing Requirements
Applicant recited the applicable state regulations pertaining to testing requirements and acknowledges that only
products that comply with those requirements will be purchased.

Employee Training
Applicant described the various phases of training, which will include a Employee Handbook, Training Handbook
and Computer-based Program, but did not describe the content of the training or provide examples.
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Customer Education
Applicant describes the form of education, and the venues, but no detail or sample materials were provided. The
narrative failed to address any specifics about the curriculum.

Marketing
Marketing will largely be restricted to digital media (Leafly, Eaze, Weedmaps, and blog posts, videos, and articles.

Community Benefits
Applicant will donate
of its net revenue to specific programs named in the narrative (Ex: local food banks,
Pasadena Community Gardens). In addition,
of net profits will go to a fund overseen by a Community Advisory
Committee (citizens and non-profit leaders working with the city). Annual educational workshops re: cannabis
conviction expungements and formation of a local Business Advisory Board were also cited.
REDACTED

REDACTED

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

124

82.67%

Exterior Design Concept
Applicant states " Pasadena Wellness has created a welcoming design that will complement the neighborhood
and add to the esthetic of the surrounding areas" and has included drawings that are not very clear; cites use of
natural color palate and textured materials, a welcoming courtyard entrance surrounded by well-manicured trees
and a water feature, which will compliment already existing historical architecture. Images of dark wood and tile
material are included.
Design Concept Integration
Applicant discusses interior design of the facility but does not address how the business will fit into the
community.

Integration of Security Measures
REDACTED

Air Quality/Odor Control
Applicant will use a properly permitted and approved HVAC system utilizing Activated Carbon Filtration (ACF)
which will force air circulating within the HVAC system through activated carbon filters in order to filter out odors
and pathogens. Applicant cites HVAC system ability to create negative air pressure to contain internal odors.
Replacement of filters and regeneration of activated carbon are also cited, as is daily walkaround for odor
inspection of exterior of building.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

131

87.33%

Security Experience
Applicant has retained Ollivier Corporation to design and install security systems. Ollivier has 29 years experience,
with clients such as local governments including law enforcement, commercial businesses generally and cannabis
businesses. They are licensed by the BSIS.
Background Checks
Background check will include a criminal history as well as a credit check.

Employee Safety Education
Applicant provided an employee safety training plan including handling/disposal of hazardous materials and spills,
use of safety equipment (fire extinguishers/first aid kits/panic buttons/emergency shut-offs) and weekly safety
meetings.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Measures include

REDACTED

Cash Management Plan
Narrative outlined detailed cash handling procedures.

REDACTED

.
Product Access Protocols
Floor plan shows secured, limited access areas. Applicant will install commercial grade

REDACTED

Employees will have ID cards and only access secured areas necessary for their job duties.
Product Deliveries
Application provided detailed delivery protocols, but they did not include movement of product within the facility
once delivery is completed. Delivery vehicles would be loaded within a secured area, depending on location.
Security Guards
Applicant has contracted with Ollivier Security Company to provide 24-hr security presence. Security guards will
oversee check-in/checkout procedures, escort visitors/vendors, monitors premises and product deliveries, and
document daily activity incl. security-related incidents.
Video Camera Surveillance
Applicant provided specifications for all cameras, rotating mounts, hardware, monitors, secured server, and
installation. Floor plan did not include camera locations.
Armored Vehicle
Applicant has contracted with Silo, Inc. to handle, transport and store all cash.
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January 31, 2019
Planning & Community Development Department
City of Pasadena
175 N. Garfield Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101
Attention: City Manager
On behalf of the team at Pasadena Wellness, I am pleased to submit the following Commercial Cannabis
Permit Screening Application for a Retail Permit (without delivery) in the City of Pasadena as well as
State License Type 10 - Retailer, in accordance with the Commercial Cannabis State Regulations issued
by the Bureau of Cannabis Control.
The opportunity to secure a retail cannabis license and operate a store in Pasadena is a bit of a
homecoming for me. I grew up in the area, went to Temple City High School, then attended Pasadena
City College. After earning my education, I started my own business and became a successful cannabis
entrepreneur with leadership positions and ownership in several legal cannabis businesses. I began as a
cultivator, then dove deeply into retail cannabis sales with three separate legal cannabis dispensaries:
Ironworks Collective in Los Angeles, 1212 Broadway Medical Center in Santa Ana, then 10 Spot in
Santa Ana.
Covered in Section 1: Qualifications of Owners / Operators, I learned the retail cannabis business more
than 10 years ago by being a budtender and doing all of the odds-and-ends, entry-level work around a
legal dispensary, including checking in customers and mopping the floors at the end of each day. For the
next four years, I immersed myself in the business, learning the craft, and making network connections
with cultivators throughout Los Angeles.
I developed a very hands-on approach to operating my retail stores that is rooted in well-trained,
extremely knowledgeable budtenders who provide the highest standard of customer service and care,
achieved through their ability to counsel customers about the wide range of available products and
identify each individual’s unique needs. My experience from years behind the counter myself as a
budtender is the secret weapon here, and it provides a compelling boutique alternative to cookie-cutter
corporate cannabis retailers.
The Business Plan in Section 2 details sales projections, accompanying expenses and estimated facilities
start-up costs for Pasadena Wellness. My currently available cash on hand more than covers the
start-up expenses, thereby eliminating any risk to the City of Pasadena regarding the
REDACTED
viability of my store concept.
For more than 10 years, I have personally managed the day-to-day operations of three retail cannabis
stores, including all bookkeeping and inventory tracking. I will bring the same diligent approach to
Pasadena Wellness, which will use Treez, a well-known and well-tested enterprise software platform
solution for cannabis retailers, to perform all records management, in compliance with State laws
16 CCR § 5310, 5314, 5424, and 5426, as well as Pasadena ordinance 5.78.150 and 5.78170.
Ensuring compliance with the Track and Trace system required under both State laws 16 CCR § 5048 and
5049 and Pasadena ordinance 5.78.150, Pasadena Wellness’ products will be securely stored in a vault
room designed and designated for storage. Products will be entered into our Track and Trace system by
an employee when received and logged out as they are sold to customers. Pasadena Wellness will
perform inventory control and proper reporting that accurately documents the present location,
amounts, and descriptions of all cannabis products.
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My priority is the wellbeing of my customers. Pasadena Wellness will commit to the highest standard of
safety and quality control for its products, promising to only purchase products in compliance with the
state testing found in State Cannabis Regulations 16 CCR § 5304-5307 and Track and Trace laws 16 CCR §
5048 and 5049 and Pasadena ordinance 5.78.150.
Regarding Community Benefits in issuing a retail license to Pasadena Wellness, as a native to the
Pasadena area, I know the city’s culture, its people, and the neighborhoods. This perspective gives me a
special understanding to – as the Commercial Cannabis Permit Application states – “support and
promote the quality of life and local economy through a community engagement plan that
demonstrates an understanding of the community, its values and unique aspects, and how the business
will integrate into the community.”
Pasadena Wellness will ensure that persons whose lives have been affected by cannabis criminalization
will have opportunities for employment and other benefits, resulting in high-quality, well-paying jobs
and resources for building a successful life in the community of Pasadena and the surrounding area. A
planned Employee Assistance Program (EAP) will include an approach to recruit employees from a
10-mile radius of the store’s location. Pasadena Wellness agrees with the Minimum Wage Ordinance of
Pasadena and supports paying a Pasadena living wage, which has been designated as 150 percent of
Pasadena minimum wage to the minimum wage earners at Pasadena Wellness.
Reinforcing Pasadena’s deep heritage in horticulture, Pasadena Wellness hopes to provide a community
garden to the City of Pasadena or make a sponsorship donation to an existing community garden to use
the space for educational programs. One example and potential target will be Pasadena Community
Gardens, a great local nonprofit that provides community gardens in the city. To further support families
from the areas defined as the ‟Food Desert” in the city, Pasadena Wellness plans to explore donating
the produce grown in the community gardens to a local food bank.
On the Product Procurement front, Pasadena Wellness will do its utmost to identify artisan growers and
manufacturers, and work with the distributors to deliver a premiere cannabis collection of products to
the Pasadena community.
Pasadena Wellness understands that there are new and exciting cannabis products that are developed
and created at an exponential rate, and it will be our mission to procure those products we know our
customers will want. We want to work side by side with the distributors we choose, and develop a trust
and mutual understanding to find specific cultivators and manufacturers that will supply Pasadena
customers with safe, consistent, reliable products.
I am committed having a strong documented Quality Assurance program for proven, clean,
pesticide-free products in Pasadena Wellness. This program includes creating our own product testing
program to confirm the Certificates of Analyses for incoming products and paying for randomized
independent third-party testing of a variety of high-selling top products. Pasadena Wellness will
differentiate from other retailers by not only having a superior selection of products, but ensuring our
products are guaranteed to be the best quality.
Neighborhood Compatibility and Enhancement in Section 3 outlines the exterior design concept, design
concept integration, and security measures for the retail store.
All planned security measures will be thoroughly described and illustrated in the construction plans
submitted to the building department, and I will work with Building and Safety, the Planning
Commission, the Fire Marshal and any other appointed special agents representing the City of Pasadena
or Authorities Having Jurisdiction to comply with their respective reviews.
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I know odor control is a sensitive topic between a cannabis business and the surrounding community.
Through regulatory compliance, past experience, and an effort to maintain a good standing with our
neighbors, Pasadena Wellness will meet or exceed all standards for odor control. I believe the need for
odor control extends beyond stated city ordinances and state regulations. Pasadena Wellness will be a
good neighbor, setting a standard for good business practices.
Pasadena Wellness will offer a comprehensive security plan, partnering with Ollivier (pronounced
Oh-liv’-eeay) to integrate physical security and information security measures, and design and install
electronic security systems that do the following:
REDACTED

Pasadena Wellness will contract with White Rhino Group, Inc., well-known cannabis industry security
experts. Security officers will be present during the business’ hours of operation and overnight to ensure
security is at its best 24/7.
In summary, this application goes into deep detail on all of the processes, procedures, technology,
financials and long-term industry expertise that will be employed to ensure that Pasadena Wellness
honors the city, its residents, and its heritage. If awarded a retail license, the store will focus relentlessly
on offering superior, consultative customer service that will make our clientele raving fans of our
operations, products, and people.
In closing, here are the top-five reasons why Pasadena Wellness and I are an ideal fit for a retail license
in the City of Pasadena:
1. Detailed, hands-on owner with real-world work experience in multiple cannabis dispensaries
and retail storefronts, managing all of the day-to-day operations.
2. A boutique approach that will be uniquely themed for Pasadena; a big differentiator from
cookie-cutter corporate retailers.
3. A store concept based on an established and award-winning brand in the cannabis industry with
a deep consumer awareness.
4. Proven marketing expertise in retail cannabis, using innovative approaches to reach patients
and customers, and drive them to the store.
5. An owner who grew up in the Pasadena and San Gabriel Valley, and is intimately familiar with
the city and surrounding area.
If you have any questions about this application, please contact me at 949-783-8868.
Best regards,

Tony Huang
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REDACTED
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REDACTED
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REDACTED
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

Pages 13-17 Redacted
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A Cannabis Retail Store for the 21 st Century in Pasadena

Retail Store Application
Owner: Tony Huang
Page 1
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NOTICE—RESTRICTION ON USE AND
DISCLOSURE OF APPLICATION INFORMATION
The information (data) contained within all pages of this application, including
but not limited to, business plans, operations plan, building plans and designs,
product information, ideas, inventions, designs and art work, schematics,
drawings, software codes and deliverables, hardware specifications and designs,
business strategies, employee agreements, financial information and records of
any nature constitutes proprietary, confidential information ("Confidential
Information"). Said Confidential Information is furnished to the City of Pasadena
in confidence with the understanding that it will not, without prior written
consent of Pasadena Wellness be used or disclosed other than for evaluation
purposes; provided, however, that in the event a contract (or other agreement)
is awarded on the basis of this application, the City of Pasadena shall have the
right to use and disclose this information (data) to the extent provided in the
contract (or other agreement). This restriction does not limit the government’s
right to use or disclose this information (data) if obtained from another source
without restriction.
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Pages 24-26 Redacted

Section 1: Qualifications of Owners/Operators
Experience
Tony Huang, serial cannabis entrepreneur and retail innovator,
will be the owner and operator of the retail store should he be
awarded a retail cannabis license from the City of Pasadena. He
possesses more than 10 years of retail cannabis experience from
managing day-to-day operations for three different legal
cannabis businesses that he either currently owns or where he
previously oversaw operations and management of the retail
store:
✓ Ownership -- Ironworks Collective: A pre-ICO (EMMD) dispensary that legally
operates in the City of Los Angeles.
✓ Operations -- 1212 Broadway Medical Center, Inc.: A medical non-profit
cooperative cannabis retail outlet that formerly and legally operated in the City of
Santa Ana.
✓ Management -- 10 Spot Collective: A premier licensed dispensary that legally
operates in the City of Santa Ana.
In addition to these retail cannabis stores, Huang is personally finalizing a facility plan
and documentation with the Planning Department in the City of Palm Desert for a legally
licensed retail store called Strategic Green Partners that is scheduled to open on April 20,
2019. This retail store will operate under the brand
name REDACTED which is one of the leading cannabis vape
(vaporizing) pen and concentrates manufacturers in the
U.S. The brand name REDACTED is cultural slang for
someone’s personal style (spelled REDACTED in online
urban-slang dictionaries).
Huang founded REDACTED in 2017 and is personally managing the expansion of the brand
throughout California and the Western U.S. in both retail and manufacturing. On the retail
side, as stated, Huang will open his first REDACTED-branded cannabis retail store in Palm
Desert in April 2019. On the manufacturing side, Huang is pursuing manufacturing
licenses in other states to expand the reach of the brand’s vape pens and oils. For more
background on REDACTED see the next section Cannabis Industry Knowledge.
The remainder of Section 1: Qualifications of Owners / Operators outlines in deep detail
Huang’s hands-on experience in bootstrapping these cannabis dispensaries from zero
dollars to legally compliant, well-branded, customer service-centric operations that – at
their height – generated REDACTED per day in revenue.
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A Rare Breed
Huang offers the City of Pasadena the rarest and most valuable of cannabis business
owners: an ideal hybrid of a high-human-touch boutique approach with the corporate
savvy of running a successful
cannabis business REDACTED As the
REDACTED
cannabis industry in other states begins to mature, the boutique retail stores that offer the
“tender loving care” of excellent customer service, deep knowledge of the products, and
the active listening of the traditional budtender are proving to be the market winners over
the institutional cannabis chain stores.
Figure 1: Tony Huang is a family man looking to bring his strong work ethic to
Pasadena with his legal retail store, Pasadena Wellness.

REDACTED

Cannabis retail is a people business. From years of being a budtender himself and
personally serving customers’ individual needs, Huang understands the importance of
focusing on the person coming into the store, many of whom are there for medical
purposes and want specific cannabis products to relieve what ails them.
Huang also understands the business side of managing and growing a cannabis business,
including expertise in dispensary operations. The Retail Experience portions of this section
go into detail regarding his retail cannabis business acumen.
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Even Rarer Breed: Huang Grew Up in Pasadena
Huang is likely one of the few submitters for a retail
cannabis license who grew up in and is intimately
familiar with Pasadena and the greater San Gabriel
Valley area. Explored further in the Ownership Team
section, he was raised in Temple City, went to Temple
City High School, then attended Pasadena City College.
He knows the city’s culture, its people, and the
neighborhoods, and – since he will be personally
involved in the management of a licensed retail store –
the customers who come to the store will benefit from
having one of “Pasadena’s own” behind the counter.

Retail Experience: Stage 1 – Learning the Business 10 Years Ago
Huang’s journey in the cannabis industry began in 2007 as a tenant in an industrial
building in El Monte. He subleased 1,000 square feet of space to a friend and cultivator in
return for that person paying his lease and utilities. Huang watched that cultivator’s
business grow. Soon, he learned the craft of cannabis cultivation, growing plants in an
eight-light room in his garage at home. He reached a point where he had a sufficient
supply of cannabis to begin selling his own products. During his networking with local
dispensaries to establish a sales channel, he met the owner of Ironworks Collective, a preICO dispensary that legally operates in the City of Los Angeles. The relationship with that
owner expanded quickly in 2008 as Huang provided him with product. Ultimately, he
learned how to run the Ironworks Collective dispensary.
Huang started learning the retail-cannabis business by being a budtender and doing all of
the odds-and-ends, entry-level work around the store, including checking in customers
and mopping the floors at the end of each day. For the next four years, Huang immersed
himself in the business, learning the craft, making network connections with cultivators
throughout Los Angeles, and helping grow the sales volume from
.
REDACTED
It is thought that growth could have continued with additional available parking - a lesson
he brings to Pasadena where adequate parking will be a must-have item for the store.
Because Ironworks Collective was small (2,000 square feet) and easily manageable, Huang
did everything himself when it came to operating the dispensary, helping the patients
who came into the store and building the clientele. Other than a security guard, he was
the only worker in the store and covered long shifts himself. This experience provided
him deep real-world, problem-solving expertise in helping his customers and running a
retail store.
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In 2012, Huang and the Ironworks Collective
owner entered into a legally binding contractual
management agreement whereby Huang
assumed complete operational control of the
dispensary. Huang’s cultivation experience was
invaluable at this time, as the City of Los Angeles
wanted its licensed collectives to grow their own
product. The retail side of the business grew and,
in 2014, Huang hired his first manager to operate
the collective, as he prepared to build and
operationalize his first cannabis startup collective
in Santa Ana (further explained in the next
section).

Figure 2: Ironworks Collective is an
Existing Medical Marijuana
Dispensary that has completed its
licensing process in the City of Los
Angeles.

Today, Huang is a member of the Board of
Directors in the non-profit Ironworks Collective.
Currently, to access younger target audiences
who live in high-density urban housing in
downtown Los Angeles and increase traffic into
the store, the dispensary is moving from its
former location in Marina Del Rey to a new site in
Los Angeles’ famous arts district, set to re-open in
April 2019.

Retail Experience: Stage 2 – Securing First License 5 Years Ago
In March 2014, Huang started his first retail cannabis collective, a legal non-profit
corporation called 1212 Broadway Medical Center, Inc., the name derived from its street
address in Santa Ana. (Note: Huang is in the process with the California Secretary of State
to reactivate the corporation.) The specific purpose of this mutual-benefit corporation was
to establish a collective between the members under the Compassionate Use Act of 1996,
enacted by the State of California under Proposition 215 outlined in the Senate Bill 420
and in conjunction with the Attorney General guidelines.
Leveraging his retail-operations experience from Ironworks Collective, Huang built and
ran this dispensary from the ground up. A one-man business, he began with an empty
space, created the proper layout, then acquired all of the store’s infrastructure himself.
This involved installing the safe, security cameras and system, and security door; building
out the security wall; constructing the retail displays; and doing everything else that goes
into launching a retail dispensary. Whereas many of the retail cannabis start-ups in the
area at the time had between 6 and 10 employees to cover all the shifts, when 1212
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Broadway opened, it was a team of two that conducted all the business of the store: Huang
and a security guard.
Huang handled all of the operations of the dispensary. He was the budtender. He was
responsible for acquiring and stocking all inventory, getting all of the product flowers. At
that time, there were few concentrates or edibles on the market. He tracked all of this
physical inventory daily, literally counting all products at the end of each business day.
He performed all of his own accounting and created a sophisticated written ledger to track
all income on a daily basis. He matched inventory with cash register receipts to ensure
that there was no lost product and keep exact records to reflect that no diversion of
product was occurring.
As the budtender and procurer of product, Huang developed strong relationships with
patients who entered his store and product suppliers. Where possible, he brokered the
securing of specific products that fit his individual customers’ needs. He was determined
to make this business successful, frequently closing the dispensary at midnight to serve
more patients. During his first 4/20 day, he stayed up until 4 a.m. on 4/21 to serve
customers who kept coming into his store in the early morning hours. Reflecting his
customer service-first approach, he did not turn away people when they came to the store.
Using a strong personal customer-centric approach with patients along with his vendor
connections, Huang quickly grew his revenues from REDACTED in sales per day. Within
a year of opening 1212 Broadway, he hired a store manager and additional staff to handle
the volume of business. During this expansion, Huang remained integrally involved in
his business. However, when the City of Santa Ana announced that it would issue retail
licenses in 2016, Huang turned this attention to the next step in his growth as a cannabis
entrepreneur.

Retail Experience: Stage 3 – Operating Dispensary with New Compliance
Standards
In 2016, Santa Ana was the first city in California to offer cannabis business licenses.
Huang pursued a license for a retail cannabis dispensary. He applied for the lottery to
select licensees, but did not win. During his pursuit of a license, he got to know several of
the influencers in the Santa Ana cannabis space, including one who won a license through
the lottery. While well-connected in the local industry, this lottery winner did not know
how to actually operate a cannabis retail store. Because Huang had existing experience
running a cannabis dispensary, he offered to build and operate the lottery winner’s retail
store. The winner vetted Huang by visiting his Ironworks Collective store, seeing his
operation there, and checking his industry references. After that process, the winner
agreed to a joint venture with Huang where he would oversee the construction and
management of a retail store on the winner’s behalf.
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With this license, Huang started 10 Spot Collective
(www.10SpotCollective.com), operating under
both an adult-use and medical-retail license with
the same designation: A10-18-0000097-TEMP.

Figure 3: Tony’s experience in 1212
Broadway paved the way for his
success at 10 Spot dispensary.

10 Spot markets itself as “Santa Ana’s premier top
shelf marijuana collective.” Established in January
2017, it operates in full compliance with Santa
Ana’s Measure BB, and both California Proposition
215 and Proposition 64. The collective assists both
medical marijuana patients and recreational
cannabis users over the age of 21 years old inperson and by phone. The dispensary offers a
generous
selection
of
connoisseur-quality
marijuana products, with hundreds of designer
marijuana products by top vendors REDACTED
It also specializes in
concentrates, edibles and accessories.
Before 10 Spot became what it is today, Huang had to create it from scratch, starting with
selecting a location and hiring an architect and structural engineer to design the layout of
the dispensary. The process of opening the store took more than 18 months, due to the
extremely rigorous standards set forth by the City of Santa Ana, and the long lead times
for inspection by its one and only Figure 4: 10 Spot Reception Area provides a friendly
designated city planner for the warm welcome to its patrons with its interior made
cannabis division. That inspector from sustainable materials and a helpful staff ready
held the more than 20 cannabis to answer all questions.
businesses in the city to exacting
measures with respect to
building everything properly to
code. While a painful and pricey
process at the time, Huang came
away with an invaluable
education on building a physical
storefront and bringing it into
compliance under very strict
guidelines. Because he was
interacting with the city planner
and became so immersed in the building of the store, even to the point of overseeing the
construction crew, Huang became a de facto general contractor (GC) for building an
ADA-compliant retail cannabis dispensary.
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In 2017, Huang closed 1212 Broadway and opened 10 Spot, bringing over his manager
and staff, including two budtenders and security guard. Huang pulled daily shifts in the
store, too. Because of his retail experience from Ironworks Collective and 1212 Broadway,
Huang was able to “hit the ground running” with the growth of the business. To promote
10 Spot and dramatically jumpstart its market position among the other 10 dispensaries
in the city at the time, Huang did two things, both very innovative in the cannabis space
at the time:
1. 10 Spot got its name because – when it began offering recreational use cannabis –
it offered $10 top-shelf eighths for the first three visits to the store. This offer was
a loss-leader, as Huang and 10 Spot lost money on the deal. However, Huang bet
on himself, the store, and its products. His rationale was, if consumers experience
10 Spot and enjoyed the service and product, they will keep coming back long term
for the low-cost, high-quality cannabis.
2. At significant cost, 10 Spot was the first dispensary in Southern California to
perform outdoor advertising, renting a billboard along the high-traffic State Route
55 (SR-55) in Santa Ana to promote the $10-eighths offer. He and 10 Spot also
placed regular ads with coupons in the popular OC Weekly magazine, which had
a circulation of 45,000 countywide readers at the time. Huang personally oversaw
the ad creative and media-buying plan for marketing the dispensary.

Figure 5: 10 Spot was among the first to advertise with billboard’s, showing its focus on
customer service and innovation to bring new experiences to Southern California.

This marketing and outdoor advertising, which Huang continues to this day, were
game-changers for 10 Spot, dramatically driving traffic into the store. By training his
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budtenders to be educated on the product to make smart recommendations to the
customers, Huang ensured that the patients and other visitors to the store realized the
highest standard of customer service. This strategy worked very well. Despite being in an
out-of-the-way industrial location that wasn’t easily accessible, 10 Spot started doing
moderately well, pulling down about REDACTEDin sales per day. Over time, and as the brand
reputation of 10 Spot grew, Huang began doing brisk business, averaging REDACTEDin sales
per day. This consistent revenue has held strong over the last two years, despite the
increase of dispensaries in Santa Ana to more than 25 in number, including well-known
chain operators, and the storefront’s relatively small physical size (i.e. approximately
2,500 square feet).
Since day one of 10 Spot opening, to ensure his bookkeeping was audit-ready and all of
his city, state, and federal taxes were paid in a timely manner, Huang engaged a certified
public accountant (CPA) with a long track record in and specific knowledge of the
cannabis industry to review his and the dispensary’s finances.
In 2017 and the first half of 2018, business was good, as 10 Spot was averaging
REDACTEDper-day sales volume. That would change on July 1, 2018, when the California
Department of Public Health’s Manufactured Cannabis Safety Branch (MCSB), one of
three state licensing authorities charged with licensing and regulating commercial
cannabis activity in California, issued new Figure 6: 10 Spot Retail Space is bright
packaging and labeling requirements that and clean, focusing on ease of movement
mandated the inclusion of an information for customers as they view the products
panel that provided the following:
before purchasing.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The manufacturer’s name and
contact information (website or
phone number)
The date the product was
manufactured
The government warning statement
The ingredient list
Instructions for use
The expiration date
The unique ID/batch number

This requirement for fully compliant packaging of all products sold in a dispensary was
a tectonic shift in the industry and had a direct impact on 10 Spot’s revenues. During that
time, sales dropped to REDACTEDper day, due to the shortage of compliant products that were
available for stocking on the shelves. There simply was not enough variety of product in
the display cases. Coupled with the loss of products that many patients relied on, this shift
in compliance resulted a significant loss of customers, creating by far the single greatest
challenge that faced Huang in any of his previous retail cannabis endeavors.
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This transition was well-reported in the news media, along with the fact that the shift put
many retail stores out of business or drove their owners to sell. With his business in
jeopardy, Huang pursued the acquisition of fully compliant products to build back his
inventory. He personally cold-called licensed cultivators, other dispensary owners, and
distributors to solve the problem. It took several months, a great deal of proactive
outreach, and establishing relationships with legal distributors before Huang was able to
restock 10 Spot’s shelves with compliant products to the previous levels before July 1,
2018.
In surviving and ultimately growing his business through this shift in compliance
requirements, Huang became a true retail pioneer in going from a fully medical, nonlicensed inventory to offering only licensed, compliant products in his dispensary. One of
the primary reasons that many of the dispensaries in Santa Ana went out of business was
because their owners were not personally involved in the business. Few if any of them
had “grown up in the business” in the same manner as Huang, who spent several years
as a budtender, understood the importance of having the right product for his customers,
and possessed the personal network connections with cultivators to source compliant
product. Having literally performed and mastered every aspect of the retail cannabis
business, Huang was and continues to be uniquely qualified to weather this type of threat,
unlike many other competitor operations.
While changes in compliance of this kind are unlikely to occur again with regard to
products, this market-driven threat to 10 Spot, and how quickly and decisively Huang
responded to it, demonstrate his commitment to his business and the type of longevity
that that the City of Pasadena can expect should it approve Huang for a retail license.
As detailed later in the next section,
should Huang be awarded a retail
license in Pasadena, he plans to name
the retail store “Pasadena Wellness.”
The customer experience in the store
will be built around following brand
values:
•

A boutique look-and-feel that is uniquely Pasadena, including interior architecture
and environmental branding (i.e. implementing the visual identity and messages
in the physical location) that creates a destination location for patients and
customers
throughout
the
San
Gabriel
Valley.
For example, Huang plans to install an “Instagram landmark,” a commonly used
social media convention to draw visitors to a location for selfies and group photos.
Current plans involve approaching the ArtCenter College of Design to facilitate a
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competition among its students to create the graphics for the landmark.
Unlike the cookie-cutter approach that other brands may employ with their
storefronts, Pasadena Wellness will honor all the best attributes of the city, based
on the Pasadena Architectural Design Guidelines.
•

High-quality yet affordable products that will appeal to the core clientele in
Pasadena (e.g., median household income of more than $76,000 [much higher than
the state average of $67,739] and higher education levels [51.8 percent of the
population has a Bachelor’s degree or higher]).

•

Well-trained, extremely knowledgeable budtenders to provide the highest
standard of customer service and care. They will win the people over, because
Huang has worked hard for more than 10 years to be able to generally identify
customers’ cannabis needs.

These brand values played a huge role in the longevity and current success of 10 Spot and
Ironworks Collective, and will be featured in a soon-to-open dispensary in Palm Desert
(see next section).
Pasadena Wellness is applying for a Retail Storefront license in Pasadena. It is not
applying for a Delivery service at this time. Huang may add a delivery service after
Pasadena Wellness meets its initial goals of serving the local community with its
innovative storefront location.

Retail Experience: Stage 4 – Building a Fully Integrated Cannabis Brand
For more than 10 years, Huang has methodically built up a fully integrated cannabis
brand with operational cultivation, manufacturing, and retail arms to the business. His
vision is to create a hyper-local boutique brand with retail dispensaries throughout
Southern California that complements his cannabis vape pen business, REDACTED He is
currently underway with his first proof-of-concept store in Palm Desert.
Like many entrepreneurs in the cannabis industry, Huang pursues retail licenses in cities
throughout the Southland. In Palm Desert, he applied for a retail license and did not
receive one due to the hyper-competitive nature of the application process. As with Santa
Ana, Huang was undeterred and contacted one of the Palm Desert license winners that
he met socially about entering into a management agreement to enable him operate the
retail store. The license winner in Palm Desert was interested in collaborating with Huang
and becoming the first REDACTED-branded retail store.
Huang entered into a management arrangement for him to assume operational control of
the retail store, including the development and construction of the property, designing
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and furnishing the interior, securing all product, hiring and training staff, and overseeing
all the day-to-day requirements leading up to the store’s launch. Huang has made a
multi-million-dollar investment in getting the retail store ready to open on April 20, 2019
(4/20)
A key component of this realization of the REDACTED brand was finding the right interior
architect to capture the boutique, high-quality, customer-centric values of the dispensary
location. Huang engaged award-winning San Francisco-based Gi Paoletti Design Lab
(www.gpdesignlab.com) to perform the interior architecture for the Palm Desert
dispensary. Huang was personally involved in the formation of the design, which will
include custom-designed displays, fixtures, and furnishings to create a uniquely REDACTED
vibe.
Figure 7: The concept of the new Palm Desert REDACTED-branded store was designed by the
award-winning design team at Gi Paoletti Design Lab. Similar care and innovation will
be given to Pasadena Wellness.

REDACTED
When awarded a retail license from Pasadena, Huang will bring a similar aesthetic to the
retail store, working within the application parameters and complementing the
architectural renderings that are part of this submission package. In addition, the store’s
design will follow the Pasadena Architectural Design Guidelines.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Tony Huang possesses deep experience in and knowledge of the cannabis industry
through founding and running the day-to-day operations of
a
REDACTED
leading provider of award-winning, innovative cannabis vape (vaporizing) pens that
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offer a discreet experience built for portability and convenience. Founded in 2017, the
company’s premium quality concentrates are made from strain-derived terpenes from
top-shelf quality flowers and lab tested for the highest potency and purity achievable
through a solvent-free distillation process.
is a cannabis retail and manufacturing company that keeps its product cost low,
and offers its patients and customers strong value, because the brand manufactures its
oils directly, unlike some competitors that offer third-party oils. Cannabidiols have been
proven to treat epilepsy and symptoms of anxiety, according to medical outlets such as
WebMD.com. These REDACTEDbranded oils help relieve a wide range of ailments, including
insomnia, headaches, back pains, and much more.
REDACTED

Through Huang’s leadership in product development, REDACTED vape pens are different
than the other commonly found 510 threaded vape pen cartridges. Through patented
technology that is exclusive to the company, REDACTED high-quality portable cannabis
cartridges deliver a burn and leak-free vape experience. REDACTED cannabis oils are crafted
with solventless extraction, and each product is pure, uncut, and filler-free. Every Pod and
Syringe includes the full spectrum of cannabinoids and terpenes derived from the original
strain. During the distillation process, flavor-producing terpenes are lost. These strainderived terpenes are then reintroduced to achieve that genuine flavor that discriminating
consumers demand.

Part of the culture that Huang instituted with the company is being transparent about the
quality of his products to ensure consumer safety and satisfaction. While some vape
brands merely tout their potency, REDACTED
rigorously tests its concentrates for
pesticides and residual solvents, then
lists the results on its website for
consumers to review. Next to each
product listed in the REDACTED.com website
is a “See Lab Test” button that opens a
Cannalysis Certificate of Analysis that
outlines the sample information,
cannabinoid analysis, chemical residue
analysis, residual solvent analysis, microbial analysis, and filth & foreign material
screening results. In addition, for complete clarity with consumers, all of REDACTED products
come with storage and usage guidelines.

REDACTED

Huang and REDACTED innovative approach and products have received widespread
industry recognition. Among the recent honors that the company has received are the
following:
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•

Winners of the 2018 SoCal Cannabis Cup from High Times
REDACTED

•

Selected for Marijuana.com’s 2018 Father’s Day Gift Guide for the Dankest Dads for
REDACTED
its
.
The review noted:
REDACTED
first impression.
comes
REDACTED
in a smooth, shiny black design that’ll
allow Dad to vape with style as well as
discretion. The pod-style cartridges come
in a variety of strain flavors and the shape
takes the guesswork out of cartridgebattery compatibility —
REDACTED

will make a great

REDACTED

•

International Highlife recognized REDACTED as
the best prefilled cartridge in 2018,
specifically citing the brand’s vape pen
and
its
leak-proof
pods.
Attesting to the quality of the product, the review comments about the cartridges:
“These are filled with cannabis extracted oil that isn’t cut with any fillers and
tested with a minimum of 85% THC. Dual airflow tunnels on the mouthpiece of
the pod are great for vaping colossal size clouds. The cartridge is both leak and
burn proof making it one of the most durable prefilled cartridges on the market.
We accidentally dropped this cartridge more than few times without any problems
that we would have had with a glass prefilled cart.”

•

CannabisThrives.com named REDACTED to its Top 10 Best THC Oil Vape Cartridge
Brands of 2018. Spotlighting the product’s innovation, the review stated: “The
REDACTED changed the game in 2018 with its new pod system. They also made an
impact on people with their highly potent THC oil. This new compact vape pen
made it easier to discreetly get a similar feeling to a dab. The
REDACTED
quickly replaced the dab rig for many because of its conveniences it provided.”

•

AllBud ranked REDACTED in its “Best 10 Vaporizers for Cannabis of 2018” list, calling
the product “a work of design art, slim, shortest, and sophisticated. Pre-filled and
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full-flavored cartridges snap into the battery
and light up with your first puff. REDACTEDpods
routinely test for high (85%) THC content, a
major attraction for some users.”
•

Hail Mary Jane named REDACTEDthe “Best THC Oil
Cartridges On The Market 2019,” highlighting
in its review:
REDACTED
are handmade using a solvent-free CO2
distillation process, resulting in clean, pure
concentrates filled with terpenes and flavonoids that test upwards of 85% THC
levels. Find them in dispensaries across California in strains like Strawberry
Cough, Skywalker OG, and Granddaddy Purp. Make sure to grab one of their
signature REDACTEDstarter kits, which includes a battery and USB charging cable for
use with your pods. REDACTED also sells concentrates in syringes that distribute the
perfect amount for a dab if you prefer wax concentrates over oil.”

•

In Culture Magazine’s review of
, the author writes:
REDACTED
brilliance
is
exemplified
in
a
sleek,
flattened
pen
that sports a much
REDACTED
different design than other vaporizer pens, with unique dual airflow tunnels.
Our CULTURE reviewers’ Premium THC POD (cartridge) was filled with a
half-gram of REDACTED distillate, an indica-dominant favorite. REDACTED ,
with its lineage of
is ideal for alleviating symptoms such
REDACTED
as insomnia, depression and stress. It can also help with increasing appetite. Pods
also come in the strains
REDACTED
The solvent-free distillate
won’t leak out and won’t burn up like other pens. The accompanying starter kit
includes a USB charging port and a 210Ah rechargeable battery. Try one of the
most modern-looking and functional quality vaporizer pens around with the
REDACTED

All of these reviews and awards recognition reinforce the following core concepts about
REDACTED
and its approach to the cannabis industry:
• Huang and REDACTED have demonstrable knowledge of the cannabis industry.
• The brand produces high-quality, award-winning products that are well-received
by consumers and the trade media alike.
• Under Huang’s leadership, the company developed innovative products that
enhance the customer experience.
This is the heart of the REDACTED brand, and these core values would be reflected in the
Pasadena Wellness retail store.
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Ownership Team
For some perspective into the owner of a prospective retail store, this section contains
background information on Tony Huang and relates his involvement in the day-to-day
business of the operation. Huang will serve as the sole owner of the business, which will
be named Pasadena Wellness.
Huang is a local San Gabriel Valley Taiwanese immigrant who grew up poor, earned his
education, started his own business, and transitioned into a successful cannabis
entrepreneur with leadership positions and ownership in several legal cannabis
businesses. As described in detail in prior sections, he began as a cultivator, then dove
deeply into retail cannabis sales with three separate legal cannabis dispensaries:
Ironworks Collective, 1212 Broadway Medical Center, then 10 Spot.
Huang’s approach to the Pasadena market will be straightforward. While serving the
broad community, Huang and his proposed Pasadena Wellness retail store will focus on
the needs of the younger professional, who is smart and savvy about cannabis, but may
need help in selecting just the right product for the needs of the day. Be it stress reduction,
sleep enhancement, creativity flow, or just for fun, Pasadena Wellness will serve the client
with computer-based services and knowledgeable budtenders to identify just the right
product for them. The target profile of this client is likely to be in his or her mid-thirties,
highly educated, single or a new parent, working in high-tech, as an entrepreneur, or in
high-end design. With a higher income than most Los Angeles residents have, our clients
are expected to spend about REDACTEDper visit to the retail space. This anticipated higher-thanaverage per-visit amount will generate significant tax revenue for the city.
Huang is committed to the community values of Pasadena, including a commitment to its
rich architectural heritage and helping the underserved communities in the city, such as
of those with lower income, the elderly, and veterans. Huang wants to be an active
participant in making Pasadena a true city for the 21st century.

Workforce and Hiring
Huang and his Pasadena Wellness team will reach out across the boundaries of culture,
economics, race, religion, gender, illness, age, capabilities, and gender status to create a
high-quality local workforce that comes from within 10 miles of the retail facility. The goal
is a 75-percent local, diverse, and well-paid workforce. Lastly, Huang and Pasadena
Wellness are committed to the Living Wage Movement, and will strive to enhance it
beyond its current definition.
The Living Wage Movement promises workers that they will receive 150% of the state
minimum wage. Proponents show that the Living Wage improves the quality of life for
workers. At Pasadena Wellness, we take the Living Wage commitment and apply the
concept to the Pasadena minimum wage, which is already considerably higher than the
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California state minimum wage. Our minimum wage workers will earn a minimum of
REDACTED This is a significantly better wage than the state minimum of $12.00/hour.
This augmented pay will allow for improvements in quality of life such as health
insurance, higher local rent, and education.
Pasadena Wellness will not discriminate against any employee or applicant on the basis
of race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin, physical or mental disability, political
belief, marital status, veteran’s status, age, gender identity, sexual orientation or
citizenship status. Pasadena Wellness employee practices will be carried out without
discrimination in accordance with applicable federal, state and local laws.

Tony Huang’s Family Focus
While Huang will be committed to the
creation and growth of his business
interests in Pasadena, he is familyoriented and brings that mindset into
the everyday workings of his
endeavors. Married with two small
children, he thinks of family first in his
business to make them wholesome,
friendly, and able to serve a broad range
of clients, from those with medical
conditions to those seeking respite from
the struggles and strains of daily life in
a busy world.

REDACTED

Why Tony Huang and Pasadena Wellness?
Here are the top-five reasons why Tony Huang and Pasadena Wellness are an ideal fit for
a retail license in the City of Pasadena:
1. Detailed, hands-on owner with real-world work experience in multiple cannabis
dispensaries and retail storefronts, managing all of the day-to-day operations.
2. A boutique approach that will be uniquely themed for Pasadena; a big
differentiator from cookie-cutter corporate retailers.
3. A store concept based on an established and award-winning brand in the cannabis
industry with a deep consumer awareness.
4. Proven marketing expertise in retail cannabis, using innovative approaches to
reach patients and customers, and drive them to the store.
5. An owner who grew up in the Pasadena and San Gabriel Valley, and is intimately
familiar with the city and surrounding area.
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Pasadena Wellness Management Team
Tony Huang is able to bring world class talent to build and run Pasadena Wellness due
to his rich experience in building compliant cannabis retail organizations from the
ground up and running them profitably.
Table 1: Pasadena Wellness provides 50-years of combined experience to ensure that the
retail store will be compliant, secure, and profitable, bringing best business practices to
ensure its success to the benefit of the City of Pasadena.
Role
Chief
Executive
Officer
(CEO)

Name
Tony
Huang

Responsibilities
The CEO is
responsible for
making major
corporate
decisions, and
managing the
overall operations
and resources of a
company.

Chief
Financial
Officer
(CFO)

Heidi
Hwang

The CFO oversees
the company's
financials including
budgeting,
accounting and
reporting, including
forecasting and
investing.

General
Counsel

Andy
Kong

The General
Counsel is
responsible to
oversee and
identify legal issues
in all departments
and must work
closely with all

Bio
Tony is the owner and
operator of multiple
retail cannabis
storefronts and grew up
in Pasadena. His
proven marketing
expertise in retail
cannabis and innovative
approaches to reach
patients and customers
makes him an ideal
candidate for a
Pasadena retail license.
Heidi is an experienced
Financial Controller
specializing in startup
companies.

Andy is an
accomplished member
of Arent Fox law firm
and a top-rated lawyer
at Super Lawyers.

Qualifications
Tony is a detail
oriented, handson owner with
extensive realworld work
experience in
multiple cannabis
dispensaries and
retail storefronts,
managing all of
the day-to-day
operations.
Heidi has worked
with Tony at
Ironworks
Collective and has
excellent
character and
keeps impeccable
financials.
Andy is heavily
involved in the
community of Los
Angeles with
membership in
the Bankruptcy
Forum,
International
Association of
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departments and
managers.

Compliance
Officer

Jared
Ficker

General
Manager
(Retail)

Max
The General
Benjamin Manager is
Kay
responsible for all
operations of the
cannabis retail
storefront on a
daily basis,
ensuring that
policies and
procedures are
communicated to
and followed by
staff.

Inventory
Manager

Elbert Ko

The Compliance
Officer works with
managers and
team members to
ensure procedures
are followed to
remain in
compliance with all
regulations.

The Inventory
Manager is
responsible for
receiving all items
from distributors,
entering packages
into inventory,
keeping accurate
item counts, and
reporting any loss.
This position is
extremely
important to the
compliance

Jared is a Consultant
and Lobbyist on
retainer for Compliance
at multiple
organizations. Jared
has helped draft
ordinances for the State
of California.

Max has extensive
experience as General
Manager of 10 Spot in
Santa Ana, where he
worked with Tony for
years, growing the
company and later
becoming General
Manager at Ironworks
Collective as well.

Korean Lawyers
and Korean
American
Chamber of
Commerce.
Jared has a full
knowledge and
breadth of
experience in
compliance, with
16 years’
experience as a
Principal at
California
Strategies.
Max has is well
qualified to
manage
compliant retail
cannabis facilities.
While managing
10 Spot, he grew
company revenue
from REDACTED
Max has been
crossed trained in
all departments as
the General
Manager and is a
valuable and
trustworthy team
leader.

Elbert currently
oversees inventory for
Ironworks Collective
and is responsible for
maintaining the
quantity and variety of
product inventory
based on sales forecast,
trend analysis and
customer demand
data.

Elbert has deep
experience
managing
inventory at Kilo
E-liquid, a multimillion-dollar eliquid
manufacturing
company, before
coming to work
for Tony at
Ironworks
Collective.
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process,
implementing and
maintaining all
regulatory
standards.

Pasadena Wellness Organization Chart
See Organization Chart on next page, Page 25.
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Figure 8: The organization of Pasadena Wellness is based on the 50-combined years of
experience in cannabis retail sales leadership team. This leadership team ensures safety,
security, and fiduciary responsibility every day.
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Pages 47-66 Redacted

Sub-Section 2B: Community Benefits
Huang is likely one of the few submitters for a retail cannabis license who was raised in
the Pasadena area and is intimately familiar with the city and surrounding area. Having
attended Temple City High School and Pasadena City College, he knows the city’s culture,
people, and neighborhoods. This perspective gives him a unique understanding “to
support and promote the quality of life and local economy through a community
engagement plan that demonstrates an understanding of the community, its values and
unique aspects, and how the business will integrate into the community.”
Pasadena Wellness will provide a full-time Community Liaison, working as the
Community Benefits Manager. This key leader on the team will ensure that the
Community Benefits program receives daily attention and is directed to those areas of the
community that need assistance the most. The Community Liaison will attend city and
community meetings and become a familiar and helpful face assisting those organizations
that help make Pasadena one of America’s great cities.
Pasadena Wellness will allocate and donate 5% of its net revenue to Community Benefits
for the organizations written about in this section. An additional 5% of net profits will be
made available and donated for special causes, determined in coordination with civic
leaders. These special donations will be determined by a Community Advisory
Committee (see Organization Chart in Figure 8), composed of local district citizens and
non-profit leaders, working in concert with the City of Pasadena. While a specific location
for the retail storefront has not been determined, we are committed to giving to the special
community needs of this district in the city. The combined donations to the City of
Pasadena add up to 10% of net revenue each year. This significant amount reflects Tony
Huang’s commitment to giving back to the community that nurtured him in his youth.

REDACTED
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How the business seeks to ensure that persons most harmed by cannabis
criminalization and poverty through a share in the ownership, management,
employment or other benefits resulting in high quality, well-paying jobs and/or
other benefits.
Pasadena Wellness will ensure that people whose lives have been affected by cannabis
criminalization will have opportunities for employment and other benefits, resulting in
high-quality, well-paying jobs and resources for building a successful life in the
community of Pasadena and the surrounding area.
Pasadena Wellness plans to offer employment and assistance programs to those
individuals who are attempting to rebuild their lives in the community. These programs,
along with a planned monthly expungement workshop, will provide a foundation for
individual affected by cannabis criminalization to access new opportunities to build a
successful life.
A planned Employee Assistance Program (EAP) will include recruitment of employees
from a 10-mile radius of the Pasadena Wellness location in Pasadena. Offering an EAP to
enhance the overall quality of life for the team fosters healthy lifestyles and long-term
employee relationships.
Employee Assistance Program
Pasadena Wellness will strive to recruit and offer jobs to all qualified candidates who have
a cannabis-related criminal backgrounds. These candidates will be given access to jobs by
having a clear application process that informs the applicants of the EAP. Once the
application process is complete, all qualified candidates will be interviewed. Qualifying
is defined as being a person whose life was affected by a cannabis conviction. Priority
interview process will follow allowing for the target population to interview before the
general public, enabling greater access to available jobs.
To provide its employees the proper resources and tools to succeed, Pasadena Wellness
will implement a Total Care EAP with the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Counseling benefits for personal issues from relationships, stress management
and substance abuse.
Work/life benefits for personal relationships, financial, and legal issues.
Information resource benefits that include access to a vast collection of self-help
tools and articles.
Lifestyle benefits that include discounts with fitness, nutrition and weight
management.
Development benefits that help improve balance of work, life and career.
Wellness benefits that include information and resources to improve overall
mental and physical wellness.
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Innovative Training Program
Pasadena Wellness will use an innovative training program that involves all employees
being trained in a classroom setting for a minimum of two weeks before entering the
workplace. This depth of training will ensure that every employee is fully understands
compliance and standard operating procedures for the retail store. Training will include
computer technology, customer care, interpersonal communication, teamwork and
leadership skills.
Educational Partnerships
Pasadena Wellness would like to partner with Friends In Deed of Pasadena and offer a
yearly legal workshop to educate employees on the process to expunge the records of
individuals who have a cannabis conviction. Pasadena Wellness plans to offer an
expungement workshop to reach beyond the recruited employees. This workshop will be
open to anyone struggling with cannabis criminalization, regardless of whether he or she
is an employee and thereby offering a larger population in the community at large.

How the business includes work with local non-profits and other community
groups such as youth development and educational programs. Pasadena nonprofits (or those that serve Pasadena) are preferred.
Pasadena Wellness plans to offer support to the community by reaching out to local
community gardens, youth educational groups that foster STEM learning programs, and
local food banks.
Community Gardens
Pasadena’s deep heritage in Horticulture is reflected in its moniker, City of Roses, and its
hosting of the annual Rose Parade for the last 130 years. Reinforcing this heritage, Huang
plans to engage with the community through partnerships with local community gardens,
which support the heritage of Pasadena. Community gardens are also known to provide
the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Unifies the community by bringing people together
Provides resources for many health benefits such as exercise, stress reduction and
adding fresh produce to your diet
Improves the environment and beautifies the area
Bring innovative learning opportunities for schools and educational groups
Provides food for food banks.

Pasadena Wellness hopes to sponsor and provide a community garden for the City of
Pasadena or make a sponsorship donation to an existing community garden to use the
space for educational programs.
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Community gardens improve the quality of life for
the community by beautifying the area. Having
community gardens will reduce the surrounding
temperature, preserve nature and provide green
spaces. These types of gardens provide a space for
cross cultural and multi-generational connections
in the community by providing recreation,
therapy, exercise, and education that will
ultimately help reduce crime. The gardens will
stimulate social interaction in the community and be a catalyst for neighborhood and
community development.
Pasadena Community Gardens is a respected local nonprofit that provides community
gardens in Pasadena. Partnering with the organization and the complementary Pasadena
Community Gardens Conservancy will offer the garden space needed to fulfill the
community outreach plan for Pasadena Wellness.
STEM Learning Programs
Schools and educational groups of all ages will benefit from the community garden by
providing a space for lessons on science and math that would foster STEM-driven learning.
There will always be a need for supporting the educational programs in the community.
Pasadena Wellness believes community gardens could provide a valuable resource for
learning. Supporting teachers in the schools of Pasadena Unified School District will be a
priority for Pasadena Wellness.
Being that Huang financed his own college education starting at Pasadena Community
College, he sees the opportunities that Pasadena provides to the high school age
population. Offering support to the high schoolers with programs in math, science and
agriculture-based learning will
be valuable to the population.
Pasadena
Educational
Foundation will be a great
partner in finding educational
groups of school age children
from the local areas of Pasadena to participate in the STEM-focused educational lessons.
Angela Parris is the contact person at Pasadena Educational Foundation that coordinates
such efforts and can also be reached at aparris@pasedfaoundation.org.
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Pasadena Wellness feels a
responsibility
to
the
underserved youth in
Pasadena by donating
funds to Great Minds in
STEM.
Pasadena
Wellness is passionate
about giving the high
schoolers opportunities
that contribute to their
future
success
and
advanced education. A
social enterprise with Great Minds in STEM will accomplish this through the programs
targeting underserved youth. Great Minds in STEM is located at 602 Monterey Pass Rd.
Monterey Park, 91754 Contact Person: Cecilia Mercado at cmercado@greatminsinstem.org
Local Food Banks
To further support families from the areas defined as the ‟Food Desert” of Pasadena,
Pasadena Wellness plans to explore donating the produce grown in the community
gardens to a local food bank. Through partnerships with Community Gardens,
Educational Programs, and Food Banks, Pasadena Wellness can help bring sustainable
resources to Pasadena.
Friends In Deed of Pasadena, an interfaith collaborative, needs fresh fruits, vegetables and
herbs year-round. The organization fosters independence in the community by providing
resources for the community with a program that
protects dignity of the recipients. The food bank
arranges donations of food and household supplies in
a store setting. People in need of resources are
empowered to shop and select the groceries that suit
them. This model is unique in that it is not just handing
out food to hungry people, but it is teaching life skills.
It fosters independence and decision-making skills
and self-sufficiency. Huang and Pasadena Wellness
will look to partner with this organization as part of its overall Community Benefits plan.
Friends in Deed can be reached at 626-797-6072 or pantry@friendsindedpas.org.
How Three Initiatives Work Together
Having a community garden that beautifies and enriches the community will provide
environmental benefits of clean air and nature conservancy. A community garden will
encourage self-reliance by educating the community about growing nutritious and
healthy foods that reduce family budgets and improve health. This community garden
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will be a place where educational groups can go and utilize the space for educational
demonstrations and lessons on math and science.
Partnering with the local food bank incorporates in the final component to the community
outreach model. Using the food produced at the gardens to donate to the local food banks
will be a huge help to the food banks of Pasadena. The goal of Pasadena Wellness is
knowing that the program will provide food to needy Pasadena families and individuals.
Being from the area of Pasadena, Huang believes Pasadena Wellness could bring many
opportunities to the city. The goal of Pasadena Wellness is to create an outreach program
that will have resilience and be able to continue to give back to the community for years
to come.
Figure 11: Pasadena Wellness' Community Gardens support provides funds for ongoing
education about food security, food for local people and food banks, and gardening
education about sustainability for families in Pasadena.

Commuity
gardens provide
benefits to entire
commuity

Offers a space
for education
and learning

Food grown
from gardens
and lessons will
be donated to
local food banks

How the business includes partnerships with existing Pasadena businesses (e.g.,
procurement of goods and services from local businesses).
Pasadena Wellness will form and financially support a Local Business Advisory Board
(See the Organization Chart in Figure 8). This Local Business Advisory Board will meet
quarterly for a breakfast meeting, sponsored by Pasadena Wellness, to identify the ways
that Pasadena Wellness can enhance the local business environment. This quarterly
breakfast meeting will help build strong community business relationships and help
identify new sources for partnerships and synergies among local businesses.
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Even before breaking ground on the purchased new property or tenant improvements in
a leased property, Pasadena Wellness is establishing business partnerships for the goods
and services it will need. Examples of the local businesses that will be supported are
shown in the Table 2 below.
Table 2: Pasadena Wellness will be diligent in identifying and establishing partnerships
for goods and services. In this table, we identify a few of the businesses with whom we
will do business.

REDACTED
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A Special Friendship for a Long-Time Friend of the Hydroponics Community in
Pasadena
Pasadena Wellness will look to collaborate with Better Grow Hydro on opportunities to
educate community members on methods to bring gardening into their own homes and
make positive changes to their lifestyles. Home gardening improves health by fostering
life-long healthy habits for generations that include exercise, stress reduction, and
consuming fresh produce.
Better Grow Hydro is a local Pasadena
company that is the product of an extremely
successful Hydroponic Farm, Living Lettuces,
which was founded in 1995 with a goal of
growing local fresh lettuces for restaurants,
health food markets and local caterers in the
Los Angeles area. Living Lettuces shares the
model of educating the community on the
importance of gardening. The organization was
already holding workshops to educate the
public on the importance of eating fresh
produce and how easy it is to grow a home
garden.
After five successful years of operating, Better Grow Hydro also shares its knowledge and
expertise with the public to foster homegrown produce in the community. The company
has a state-of-the-art facility that offers all home-gardening needs. Pasadena Wellness
hopes to partner with the company to create a place where the community of Pasadena
can learn how to bring these practices of gardening into practical everyday practices.
Huang’s Passion
Huang’s interest in horticulture was fostered at an early age, as he grew up visiting the
beautiful Descanso Gardens and Huntington Arboretum with his mom and brother, and
watching the Rose Parade every New Year’s Day. Those traditions created the foundation
for the values and traditions for his own family.
Huang dreams that same values of family, environment, and horticulture can continue as
a legacy to future generations of Pasadena. He sees an opportunity to bring nature
preservation of community gardens and promoting the lifestyle of home gardening
through partnering with Better Grow Hydro and Living Lettuces.
Sharing the techniques to become a successful home gardener will continue to produce
food for families for generations to come. Pasadena Wellness hopes to minimize the
stigma that surrounds cannabis and its use in an innovative city like Pasadena. Pasadena
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Wellness envisions the day when cannabis may be used as a material to cover Rose Parade
floats just like sunflowers, poppy seeds, lavender buds or rose petals.

Figure 12: Hydroponic lettuce growing outdoors and school programs benefit from the
business friendship between Pasadena Wellness and Better Grow Hydro, a long-time
business resident of Pasadena. These businesses will share information and join together
in community events to support horticultural education and food security programs.

REDACTED

Sub-Section 2C: Product Procurement
REDACTED
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Page 76 Redacted

Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility and Enhancement
Summary of Exterior Design Concept

REDACTED

(Floor Plans are viewable on pages 73-75)
Pasadena Wellness has designed a legal
retail location that embraces the values
and concepts that make the community of
Pasadena not only unique and beautiful,
but innovative and historic. Pasadena
Wellness has created a welcoming design
that will complement the neighborhood
and add to the esthetic of the surrounding
areas. The interior design is high scale,
boutique with welcoming reception area
and a larger than average open showroom
to shop and move about with ease.

REDACTED

The exterior of Pasadena Wellness has had as much
care in the design as the interior. Creating a space
that fits with Pasadena’s values of being both
visually beautiful and comfortable to use. The
building will have a street side entrance adding to
the human value with an ease of access for
pedestrians that use the safe and protected
sidewalks of Pasadena. Approaching the building
you will notice the use of natural color palate and
textured materials with a welcoming courtyard
entrance surrounded by well-manicured trees and
a water feature. Pasadena Wellness believes this
concept design will compliment already existing
historical architecture from different eras and
diversities of people adding to the unique character.
Pasadena Wellness understands that this is not just
a building but a lasting contribution to the
community’s creative and cultural expression.
Surrounding the building is a horseshoe shaped
parking lot with ample parking and plenty of large
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shade trees. It is important to Pasadena Wellness to have plenty of easy to access parking.
Behind building parking adds to the Integrated Planning design with the building
oriented to the street, and welcoming pathway to the entrance.

REDACTED
REDACTED
Using dark woods with deep, earthy tones, black
granite and gold accents, Pasadena wellness will
reflect a luxury retail experience consistent with
the community of Pasadena.

Design Concept Integration
As you walk through the
intimate courtyard you are
welcomed by the entrance
to the reception area.
Pasadena Wellness has the
vision of a high scale
boutique style interior with
open spaces and sleek,
classy lines. The reception
area has a large glass wall
that separates the show
room from the reception
area and gives the illusion
of a large stylish lobby with a comfortable waiting area. The show room is larger than
average to provide ample space to move about with ease while shopping the vertical
display cases. Multiple vertical displays and customer care specialists will be welcoming
and ready to help multiple customers at once to reduce customers wait time. Pasadena
Wellness is focused on providing not just a retail store but an experience.

REDACTED

At Pasadena Wellness you will find the latest, and best products available. The vision is
to include an innovative online menu and ordering with a dedicated line for online
orders. Inside the show room you will find a Selfie station to take a picture letting your
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friends know what a great experience you had at Pasadena Wellness. Huang has put
exceptional thought into Pasadena Wellness and has designed a store for the community
of Pasadena.

Integration of Security Measures
REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED

Air Quality/Odor Control
Odor control is a sensitive topic in regards to cannabis businesses and its direct
relationship with the community. Through regulatory compliance, past experience, and
an effort to maintain good standing with neighbors, Pasadena Wellness will meet or
exceed all standards for odor control. The need for odor control extends beyond
regulation. As pioneers in an unprecedented industry, Pasadena Wellness understands
the importance of being a good neighbor as well as setting a standard for good business
practices.
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City ordinances and state regulations set clear guidelines for odor control which serve as
the minimum standard to be met. Pasadena Wellness will utilize a properly permitted and
approved HVAC system utilizing Activated Carbon Filtration (ACF). ACF involves
forcing the air circulating within the HVAC system through activated carbon filters in
order to filter out odors and pathogens that may pose a public nuisance or health risk.
This method is highly effective for eliminating odor and can be used in combination with
other technologies if needed. The goal is to be an odorless operation with seamless
community integration.
Replacement of filters and regeneration of activated carbon as well as other routine
maintenance will be performed in conformity with manufacturer's recommendation. In
addition, the dust collector "sock" associated with the carbon filter will be changed out
every 6-8 months for proper air flow. ACF is the least energy intensive of the existing
technologies, which also provides an added environmental benefit. Generally, the energy
required to run the filtration system is already accounted for in the HVAC air handling
and exchange system. In our experience, ACF is effective at mitigating odor, even in the
cultivation setting. We will bring this past experience to our storefront to ensure that
Pasadena Wellness is seen and not smelled.
The system is designed to create negative air pressure between the building’s interior and
exterior to contain internal odors. Ventilating equipment is directed to top story exhaust
vents that face away from adjacent properties. Fresh air is brought into the building’s
system via fresh air ducts that run to the exterior of the structure. Fresh air quantities are
calculated using the American Society of Heating and Refrigeration Engineers (ASHRAE)
Standard 62.1. Ventilation will be sufficient to safeguard the company policy to never
leave the windows or doors open.
Pasadena Wellness staff will be trained to store cannabis products in such a way to ensure
no odors are detectable outside the building. This can be accomplished by segregating
cannabis products to enclosed rooms that are ventilated by the carbon filtered HVAC
system. Staff and security will also be trained to ensure no smoking takes place on the
premises.
A daily walk-around of the exterior of the site will be performed to detect odor. If odor is
detected, there will be an established protocol for determining corrective action; including
but not limited to, fan operation, carbon-filtration exhaust system integrity, and filter
media effectiveness. In the unlikely event that a neighborhood complaint were to occur,
it will be addressed within 24 hours by the General Manager.
Past experience in cannabis retail as well as cultivation will guide the design and build of
a robust odor control system. Equipment selection and implementation will be drawn
from first hand working knowledge, and known reliable equipment.
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Pages 82-93 Redacted
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Exterior Site Plan for Pasadena Wellness
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Exterior Elevation of Pasadena Wellness

REDACTED
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Interior Floor Plan for Pasadena Wellness
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